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A SHJIY OF THE ACUITY OF HEARING BY MEANS OF THE AUDIOMETER
Introduction
The audiometer is an instrument designed by "Dr. Joseph
McCallio of Trenton, If. J.
,
and made by the G. P. Pilling & Son Co-
of Philadelphia. One of these instruments was purchased by the le-
partment of Physiological Research of the Evans Memorial (which
building adjoins the Boston University School of Medecine). At the
suggestion of Pr. '.'eysse, I have used the audiometer in a line of
research work, endeavoring to find out by means of this instrument
the varying degrees of the acuteness of hearing existing among the
students of the College of Liberal Arts and of the Girls’ High School
(on West Newton Street, Boston) and to arrive at logical conclusions
regarding the results obtained.
This is a subject of great interest from a physiological and
psychological point of view, and one v/hich has been little worked upon,
inasmuch as teachers who are obliged to make aural examinations in the
public schools are required only to discover the defective ones, and
furthermore, there is not sufficient time to make more extensive in-
vestigations even if they desired to do so.
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Dr. H. H. Goddard of the I apartment of Research of the
Vineland Training School of Vineland, 17. J. , has used the audiometer
in his work at that school, hut has not yet completed his experi-
ments. I wish to thank Er. Goddard for his courtesy and kindness
in responding to inquiries regarding his use of the audiometer, and
his results obtained with it.
Also, I wish to
(
jTubliclyvacknowledge/. the generous aid
given me by Er. Bellows, Otologist of the Boston University School
of Medecine; also the hearty co-operation of lean Warren, of the
College of Liberal Arts; and the many kindnesses of Miss Blackwell.
My thanks are especially due to Er. Weysse, my major
instructor, who has gone over the entire work, correcting it and
making many helpful criticisms and suggestions.
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CHATTER I
.
Review of the Literature on the Acuity of Hearing.
Searching for literature on this subject proved almost a
vain quest, She explanation of this fact is undoubtedly to be found
in the fact that those most interested in the matters pertaining to
the ear are the otologists, and from their point of view the abnormal
condition of the ear would be the most interesting. Hence the great
host of literature dealing with the pathology of the ear, in either
the German, English or Italian languages.
In Trench I found one paper which was interesting because of
the method used in making the tests. it was called ”L’Audiometre et
les Applications'*
,
and was written by Charles Halliard, as a thesis fo
the degree of Doctor or Fedicine from the medical school at Haney,
France, in 1300. This author briefly mentions the various methods
employed to measure the acuity of hearing at that time in France. He
describes in detail the instument designed by M. Hughes, and the ex-
periments (130 in all) dealing with the application of the instrument
to the study of various maladies such as
1. The various ear diseases
2. Influence of intermittent fever on hearing
3, ” ” Bright’s disease on hearing
4, ’ ” typhoid fever on hearing
He also tests the affects of certain medicines on hearing such as
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21. Galycilate of soda
2. Sulphate of quinine
3. Tannate of quinine
4. Sulphate of atropine
-he audiometer he used was constructed on the principle,
that when a current is passing thru a coil of wire a secondary current
may he induced in another coil if the secondary one he parallel to the
primary. This apparatus consists of movable induction coil (S) placed
between two fixed coils (A and 3) separated by an intervale of 30
centimetres. The electricity is generated by three Daniel cells con-
nected with the apparatus of Gaiffe, which serves as an interrupter.
The circuit is then formed by the apparatus of Gaiffe and the two coils
A and B, and the current is induced from then to the median coil C which
is connected with a telephone.
3y sliding the coil C on the graduated scale (which passes
thru the center of the coils) to zero there is no sound, the telephone
is silent. As C is^moved toward A or 3 the telephone gives a sound
which is at first weak but gradually increases in intensity. Inasmuch
as A is a larger coil, it will have a greater influence on tlje intensity.
This inequality makes it possible to have a gradation from 0 on the right
to 100 millimeters
-in the center to 200 millimeters on the left. The
subject to be examined sits in an easy position and puts the telephone
to his ear, keeping his eyes closed. The examiner moves the coil very
slowly, moving C towards A until the sound is lost, thus determining the
upper limit, moving c towards B until the sound is lost, thus determining
Due greatest objections to the instrument is the com-
the lower limit.

plication of the instrunentand the fact that the patient East keep ab-
solutely still during the examination, even amotions producing errors.
M. Tlaillaird did not make any tests for normal hearing, owing
to the fact that an Englishman, Ward Hichardson, had previously used the
instrument and worked on the subject of normal hearing. This gentle-
man’s work, however, v/as not found in the Boston libraries anywhere, 30
no comparison could be made between results.
In German there are the records of the great physiological ex-
perimenters Helmholtz, Hensen, Hetzius, Tundt
,
yell, and others. Be-
sides these and the literature of a pathological nature in one paper
written by Dr. Friedrich Bezoldt, an otologist of Tfur.ibh . And as an
otologist, he was interested in the proportion of defective hearing among
the general population. To get at this result he reasoned, that by
examination of children in the public schools he might obtain the. propor-
tion among school children and so estimate the numbers at large by realtive
proportions of the various ages. His examinations were made by three
methods, Whispered Speech, Politzer’s Acouraeter (a vibrating instrument)
and Watch Method. His first work was to find which of these three methhods
was the best,— and the results favored the first one, and this was ac-
cordingly used in his later experiments.
The greatest possible care was taken to secure large rooms —
containing a lot of furniture to prevent resonance; to make the examina-
tions in as quiet a room as possible, and to use ever;?- device to prevent
selfdeception. In Thispored Speech numbers were used from 1 to 99, in
order to prevent successively easier guessing; and care was taken to use
only complemental air in the lungs after an expiration, v.hich was not
forced. He found this precaution sufficient to make the speech prac-
tically uniform for the testing.
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4Summing up his results, he regarded as pathological all the
children not hearing 1 jz of the distance heard by the majority, and re-
garded as normal, all those hearing over l/3 of this distance.
TTis results were as follows
HoHand’s Institute — 80^ normal — 20‘o pathological
Common School — 73;S normal -- 27^ pathological
Protestant School — 74^ normal -- 2S-£ pathological
Boys — 76^ normal — 24;1 pathological
Girls — 73^ normal — 27;S pathological
fhis slight difference between girls and hoys in favor of the
latter, is explained probably by the fact that all the pupils in the
first school were boys and were the oldest, thus tending to favor the
results of the boys.
I English, other than the pathological, there is much litera-
ture urging the need of public school examinations ; these papers, how-
ever, were written in the seventies or early eighties, before the state
required such an inspection. Hothing, however, could be found concern-
ing methods used or results of the compulsory testings. phis is
probably to be explained by the fact that their object is merely to dis-
cover the defective; and they are nude by teachers already overworked,
and the methods are not uniform.
Some literature has been devoted to the relation of hearing to
the other faculties,, but these papers deal with the physiology and pre-
ventative measures, and while interesting in themselves, they do not re-
late to this subject.
?here are, however, on record two small examinations by Ameri-
can Otologists
. One by pr. Sexton, testing 570 school children, testings
f
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which altho superficially performed, showed 13^ with greatly impaired
hearing. The other examinations were made hy a Dir. Ucrroll of 491
children. His results showed 25% with i paired hearing. These exami-
nations were mentioned by Dr. Bezold in M3 worlc, and I was unable to
find a more detailed account.
Dr. LicGallie, the inventor of the Pilling McOallie audiometer,
.has issued a small booklet which accompanies his instrument. In this
he describes at length the apparatus and states that the standard of
normal hearing should be 93 for school or college age, and that the limit
of converstaional hearing is 85. He does not, however, cite anyexperi-
mental proof in support of this statement. So until s\ich evidence is at
hand, one cannot feel justified in adhering rigidly to these standards.
fr
CHAPTER II.
The Fn/sics of Sound.
The source of any sound is always a vibrati?ig body.
Sometimes this is clearly visible to the eye; as for instance when
a guitar string emitting a note, one may easily tell which by looking
at the strings and observing which is vibrating. Or when a niece of
clock spring is clamped in a vice; it gives out a note, when set in
vibration, which dies down as the vibrations cease. Sometimes the
vibrations are not so evident. As a carriage rolls over a stony
street many sounds are given out ; but a carriage maker can quickly
detect the vibrating parts and by removing them or tightening them up
or nutting in rubber in such a way that the vibrating parts no longer
receive blows, the sounds cease and the carriage rims more quietly.
In order for the sound to reach the ear, one thing more is
necessary, besides the source of sound, and that is an elastic medium,
which is practically always the air. If there were no such medium
connecting the vibrating body and the listening ear no sound would be
perceived.
The vibrating body rapidly disturbs its surrounding medium b
displacing the molecules of air in the same direction as that in which
the sound is traveling, thus forming a longitudinal wave motion which
consists of alterrate phase's of rarefaction and condensation. These
waves are usually represented graphically in about the same way as are
water waves, by a curved line rising above and falling below a medium
c
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condensation,
?he ordinates above the line representing; the phase of
and those below, the phase of rarefaction (figure I).
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In ordinary conversation we are surrounded by the air on
all sides. Our voice is heard by those in front of us, ir back: of
us, and at our sides. Bhe sound travels in all directions and just
as the pebble dropped in the water sends out rings of disturbance, so
the voice and sounds in general send out spheres of disturbance. These
spherical waves are longitudinal and travel thru the air with an
average velocity of 1100 to 1200 feet por second, the exact rate vary-
ing with the temperature. Bhese -waves may be suggestively represented
by the following diagram
f C. fP 2. X 3}
Probably everyone recognizes at once the difference between
a musical tone and a noise. But in order to distinguish betv/een the
character of two mechanical disturbances, one of which produces music,
i\
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tho ether noise, one mist have recourse to some means for accurately
describing the vibrations emitted by various bodies. Such a means
is furnished by Kdnig’s Manometric flame and the experiments therewith.
The manometric flame consists of a box with mirror faces
mounted so as to turn on a vertical axis. In front of those revolv-
ing mirrors is supported a
short cylinder, which is divi-
ded into two parts by a parti-
tion of gold-beater’s skin. Il-
luminating gas is admitted to
one compartment; a small ga3 jet
is connected with the one and a
speaking tube with the other.
In a darkened room the image seen
Re vc\ I v
in the revolving mirror will be
that of a smooth band of light.
But sound a C fork in front of
the speaking tube, and the image in the mirror may be graphically rep-
resented by figure . A condensation
entering the box acts on the membrane
compressing the gas, thereby extending the
flame; a rarefaction entering it produces
the opposite effect. Hence a serrated band is seen in tho mirror.
Many experiments have been made ’with this instrument examining
a number of musical tones and noises. Corresponding to these two dif-
ferent sensations the flame showed two different kinds of disturbances
..
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in the air. From the graphic representation of these, it is evident
that a noise is made up of
many irregular sound waves
all mixed together. A musi-
cal sound, however, is pro-
duced by waves following each
other with definite “regularity
or rhythm.
ghree characteristics which distinguish musical tones from
each other.
A. Loudness.
ghen one key of a piano is struck gently and again forcefully,
it is easy to recognize the fact that the two notes are the same except-
ing that one is louder than the other. Again, when a guitar string is
first struck the vibrations are sufficiently large to be seen, but as
these vibrations diminish in amplitude, the note diminishes in amplitude.
So when a note is sung into the
tube of a manomentric flame and
fJuSIdA^ S'uTlct-
y61 se.
(^raphioa/ tepres e h tah «>-l of pivsitdl
<3ou)'T-d and ef noise..
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4 tU-e notes alike in aH respects
except that A is louder- thz n ft
the indentations in the ribbon
of name are represented graphi-
cally, it is evident ’’that the
loudness, or intensity, of a
sound increases or diminishes as
Ji.. Zl%) the amplitude of the vibrating
air particles at the ear increases of diminishes.”

B. Pitch.
If two manometric flame3 are placed near each other and
viewed in the sane rotating mirror, and the flames he excited; A by
TTTT^TT^
A
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a note an octave higher than
3; from the graphic represen-
tation of these flames it will
he easy to see the differences
in disturbance that causes the
dilference in pitch.
In both A and 3 the notches
^ ^ ^Y^,l are of exac^iy th0 9arae height,
-f J.H
0
hut those of A have twice as
great a rate, or are twice as close together. Hence w7e might conclude
from such evidence that the pitch of a tone depends simply upon the rate
of vibrations of the vibrating body which produces it.
C
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Qual ity
.
This is perhaps the most important of the dist inguishing
features of musical tones. Two notes may have the sane pitch and the
same loudness and yet be very different. This difference is due to
the quality or t imbre of the tone. It is by this characteristic, that
we recognize the voices of different people and also the different in-
struments in an orchestra.
How differences of amplitude causes differences of loudness
and differences of rate or frequency cause differences of pitch. But
v
iust what causes difference of quality?
cr
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This question may perhaps he best answered by experiments with
the two manoraetric flames. Into the respective speaking tubes notes of
the same frequency and same loud-
p
°1~ t/ve earrve. a^rri
pitch iridl ItucL nes^ hot cf
d|ffer-CT>t ^jA2hty.
r.ess but of different quality are
transmitted. The effect upon
the flames may ho graphically rep-
resented in figure , These
curves show a striking difference
in form. 3 differs from A, in
that there is in addition to the
-,‘U, v^e^) -vave represented in \ a small wave
° /. a-iV
having twice the frequency of
that of A. A may be said to represent the fundamental tone, while 3
represents a note containing not only the fundamental tone, but also one
an octave higher.
If the vowels, are pronounced separately In the speaking tube
of a nanometric flame, the ribbon of flame will be different in each case
and for each one there will he a corresponding wave of different form.
From these experiments it may he concluded that differences of
quality are duo to differences of form of the sound wave. And further-
more, the form of the wave depends upon the presence of vibrations more
rapid than the fundamental which may he defined as the lowest tone which
a body can give out. The other tones are called overtones or harmonics.
The differences in quality may he demonstrated in a stretched
string. When sufficiently stretched it vibrates as a whole and gives
out the fundamental tone. ’"'igure YII A. If the string is damped in
cr
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the middle and bowed at a point one quarter of the length of the string
from either end, the string will
vibrate as in 3 and the octave of
the fundamental will be heard.
The first overtone then, in a
stretched string is the octave
of the fundamental. If the
string then be damped in two
places, dividing its length into
thirds and be bowed one sixth of
its length from either end, the second overtone will he. heard which v.111
be two octaves above the fundamental . So then when a string is bowed
it vibrates as a whole (A] giving the fundamental tone, but at the sane
time each half (3) or third (C) may vibrate giving each its own simple
tone. The combination of all these sinple waves forms the compound
who'se form, or at least whose composition, determines the quality of the
tone hears.
The Human Voice.
The human voice is a musical instrument which belongs to the
class of vibrating membranes. In its production three factors are in-
volved: -
S e-C.or-'ti Gr-er-t
1
1. The vibrations of the so-called vocal chords.
2. The vibrations ‘of the tongue.
3. The vibrations of the lips.
The vocal chords consist of membranes located one on each side of the
larynx. These are supplied with muscles and by changing the muscular
tension, the pitch of the voice is changed. The quality of the voice

13
is due to the presence of overtones and these are varied by changing
the form of the mouth. 7hi3 process is best illustrated by the various
changes in the form of the mouth, that may be observed in the pronuncia-
tion of the vowels.
Resonance.
Any elastic body may be set into vibration by the movements
of the surrounding medium when these movements correspond with its own
period of vibration,— this phenomenon is called, sympathetic vibration
or resonance. A tuning fork whose period of vibration if 120 will be
unaffected by vibrations of the surrounding air unless they are of the
same period. But if a note of this period be sounded by the voice, for
instance, the fork will be set in vibration. It is on this principle that
that the untrained ear easily picks out the more prominent of the upper
harmonics of any given note or musical instrument.
If one stands in front of a piano whose strings are exposed,
and sings a certain note, there is a resulting vibration of a series of
the piano strings, corresponding, first to the rate of vibration of the
fundamental tone, and secondly to the more prominent of the harmonic
overtones. The compound wave strikes upon the collection of strings
of the piano, and is analyzed into its component simple tones by sympa-
thetic vibrations of the corresponding strings. According to Helmholtz
the cochlea analyzes compound musical waves by an essentially similar
method.
c
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Chapter III.
Anatomy of the Ear.
The ear, or hearing apparatus, is located in the petrous
mastoid and tympanic /portions of the temporal hone. This organ con-
sists of three portions,— the external, middle, and internal ear.
The first two are merely accessory structures to the third, which
contains the essential parts of the organ of hearing.
I. The external ear.
The external ear includes the pinna or auricle and the
external auditory meatus, a passage leading inward to the tympanic
membrane
.
1. The pinna presents two surfaces, the outer and inner.
’’hie latter forms with the head an ingle of about 30®. The outer sur-
faces show several well marked elevations and depressions. The deepest
of these depressions is situated near the middle and is named the
concha. This depression leads into the meatus. The concavity of
the concha is overlapped in front by a tongue-like process called the
tragus. This projects backwards and bears on its inner surface tufts
of hair.
2. The external auditory meatus is an oval
,
cylindrical canal
leading from the concha inwards to the tympanic membrane. This canal
is about one inch long and is directed inwards and upwards, curving
slightly with its convexity upwards. Its greatest diameter is vertical
at the external, end. The narrowest diameter is in the middle. At the
internal or tympanic end, the diameter again increases and there is
'.
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greatest horizontally. The canal is lined with adherent 3l<in con-
taining hair follicles and sebaceous glands. There are really two
divisions of the canal, the external cartelagenous part about eight
millimeters in length, and the internal osseous portions, measuring
about sixteen millimeters, and formed by a portion of the temporal bone.
II. The middle ear.
The middle ear, or tympanic cavity, is a small air chamber
in the petrous portion of the temporal hone, lying between the tympanic
membrane and the outer wall of the internal ear, or labyrinth.. This
t
cavity is lined by mucous membrane and contains a chain of hones which
reach from its outer to its inner wall, and by their agency the vibra-
tions of the tympanic membrane are transmitted across the cavity tc the
internal ear. Attached to these bones are several ligaments together
with a pair of small muscles, while certain nerves are either distributed
to the canal or pass thru it.
The cavity is compressed from without inward and communicates
with the pharynx by the eustachian tube. The roof is a very thin plate
of bone, as is also the floor of the cavity which is narrower and sepa-
rates the cavity from the jugular fossa. The tympanic membrane forms
the outer wall of the cavity.
This membrane is placed in a slanting direction at the bottom
of the external canal. its plane being at an angle, of about 45° with
the lower wall of the canal. it is composed of a tough, tense, fibrous
membrane, the edges of which are set in a bony groove.
The outer surface is covered by a continuation of the epithelial
lining of the auditory canal; the inner surface with a part of the mucous
membrane of the middle ear.
The inner wall of the cavity is formed by the outer surface of
(%
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the internal ear or labyrinth. Between these two walls,— the inner
and outer' extend the tympanic ossicles or the ear hones which are three
in number and named the malleus, incus, and stapes.
The malleus is attached by a long slightly curved process,
called its handle to the tympanic membrane. The line of attachment is
vertical and includes the whole length of the handle, and extends from
the upper border to the center of the membrane. The head of the malleus
is irregularly rounded; its neck or the line of boundary between it and
the handle, upon which is inserted the tensor tympani muscle. The incus
is iiaped like a bicuspid molar tooth and is articulated by its broader
part to the malleus. Cf the two fang-like processes, one directed back-
ward has a free end lodged in a depression in the mastoid bone, the other
curved downward and more pointed articulates by means of a roundish
tubercle with the stapes.
The stapes is a little bone, shaped exactly like*a stirrup, of
which the base or bar fits into the fenestra ovalis. To the neck of the
stapes is the stapedius muscle. These three bones are covered with
mucous membrane reflected over them from the wall of the tympanic cavity.
They are movable both altogether and one upon the other. The malleus
moves and vibrates with every movement and vibration of the tympanic nan-
brane and its movements and vibrations are communicated thru the incus
to the stapes and thru the stapes to the membrane closing the fenestra
ovalis. The malleus also is movable in its articulation with the incus.
The tympanic membrane which moves the long process of the malleus is
altered in its degree of tension by the contractions of the tensor tym-
pani muscles. The stapes is movable on the process of the incus, the
contractions of the stapedius muscle drawing it outward. The axis around
rc
(
which the malleus and incus rotate is the lino joining the process
gracilis of the malleus and the posterior process of the incus.
Back of the tympanic cavity are the mastoid cells. These
are cells of varying size filled with air and they extend downward
and inward from the mastoid process. Their lining is thin mucous
membrane continuous with that of the tympanic cavity.
The Eustachian tube extends from the anterior wall of the
tympanic cavity to the pharynx. This tube or passage is about one
and one half inches long. By means of this air in the middle ear
communicates freely with that in the pharynx, thus making equal pres-
sure on the tympanic membrane.
III. The internal ear.
The internal ear is the real hearing organ, since it contains
the special epithelial structures to which are distributed the auditory
nerve fibers. This part of the ear is usually spoken of as the laby-
rinth. It lies in the petrous portion of the temporal bone and con-
sists of two parts -- the asseous labyrinth in vhich is suspended the '
membranous labyrinth, which is practically a closed 3ac containint a
fluid called endolymph. Between this structure and the outer osseous
portion (with which it corresponds in form) is another fluid called
perilymph, which differs from pure lymph In that it contains mucin. The
osseous pabyrinth nay be divided into three parts each containing the
respective divisions of the membranous labyrinth. These divisions are
A. The Vestibule
B. The Semicircular Canal 3 .
C. The Cochlea
**
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The auditory nerve, the eighth cranial, .springs from the
medulla by two roots, * 3 external root
fibers are spoken of as the cochlear branch because it supplies the
cochlea portion of the internal ear and is then the auditor;/ nerve
proper. The internal root is called the vestibular branch because
they supply the vestibule and semicircular canals. The fibers of
both these branches are united in the one common nerve trunk and run
along together until they approach the labyrinth when they separate;
the cochlear branch pierces the axis of the cochlea (modiolus) and
gives off lateral branches which pass into the canals of the osseous
spiral membrane, The vestibular branch enters the vestibule and sub-
divides into five branches,— one for the utriculus, one for the
saculus, and one for each of the three ampullae of the semicircular
canals. next let us turn our attention to the various parts of the
organ thus supplied by the nerve fibers.
A. The Vestibule. This division forms the central cavity
of the internal ear; it is the part of the labyrinth which appears
first in animals and is most constant. The membraneous vestibule is
composed of two sac-like dilations, the upper and larger of which is
called the utriculus, the lower, sacculus. The former is connected
with the semicircular canals., and the latter with the cochlea by the
cochlear canal, Both the utriculus and sacculus have on their floors
a special parch of sensory epithelium, called the maculae, in which the
fibers of the vestibular branch of the auditory nerve end. In the
cavities of the utriculus and sacculus arc found small masses of cal-
carious particles called otoliths.
rn
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B. The Bemic ircular Canals* These canals are three ir.
number, about an inoh in length and 1/20 of an inch in diameter, They
all have a regular relative position, their planes "being at right angles
to each other; they are called the superior, the porterior or vertical,
and the external or horizontal canals. The contiguous ends of the su-
perior and posterior canals "blend together and have a common orifice into
the vestibule. 'Tear the vestibule the canals dilate to about twice
their average diameter and form the so-called ampullae. The epithelium
of the ampulla i£ modified at the point of entrance of the nerve fiber
into a thickened hillock called the crista acustica. This epithelium
is composed of rod cells or supporting cells which extend the full
thickness of the crista, and of hair cells which occupy the inner of
free half of the crista. The hair cells s.re the sensory cells, and
have hair-like processes v/hich project from the free ends of the cells
out into the endolyr.ph of the cavity. ITerve fibrils run up into the
crista and apparently form terminal aborizations about the hair cells
or possibly end in the cells.
G, The Cochlea. This is by far the most intricate part of
the labyrinth; it is about \ of an inch long, and i3 shaped like the
shell of a common snail, and consists of a membraneous sac imbedded in
an osseous cavity. The whole passage of the cochlea is imperfectly
divided into two canals by a partition-wall of bone, called the osseous
lamina spiralis, which is wound times about its axis (which is called
the modiolus)
,
from the base to the apex forming a structure resembling
a spiral staircase. Of the two canals so formed the one which faces
the base of the cochlea is called the scala tympani, since it has its
origin in the circular opening, the fenestra rotunda which leads to thfc
tympanic cavity. The other faces the apex, opens into the vestibule
r<•
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and is called scala vestibuli. One end of this canal adjoins the mein-
brane closing the fenestra ovalis. At the apex of the cochlea these
two canals communicate with each other thru a snail hole called the heli-
cotrema. The division of the membraneous cochlea is completed by a
membrane known as the basilar membrane, or the membranous spiral lamina,
which connects the free edge of the osseous spiral lamina wnd the outer
wall of the passage, to which it is attached by the spiral ligament. The
membrane of Reissner is another membrane which arises from a spiral crest
called the limbus or crista spiralis, and is attached to the free edge of
the osseous lamina and extends to the spiral, ligament
,
so that it forms
a small aqueduct between it and the basilar membrane, known as the cochlear
canal. In this canal are found the end organs of the cochlear branch of
the auditory nerve. As has already been said these fibers pierce the
modiolus and give off lateral branches, which pass into the canals of the
osseous spiral membrane. ^om there they radiate to the membranous spiial
lamina and form a ganglion of nerve cells, beyond this they form a plexi-
form expansion, from which the tiny fibrils lose their medulary sheath and
become extremely fine axis cylinders. They then enter the organ of Corti,
where they form small longitudinal bundles that quickly end about the" hair
cells.
The Organ of Corti. This organ is situated on the surface of
the basilar membrane facing the cochlear canal and consists of a very won-
derful arrangement of cells. About midway between the outer edge of the
lamina spiralis and the outer wall of the cochlea are situated the rods of
Corti. These are curved, elongated cells, placed in two groups an inner
and an outer. The cells of the inner group rest by a broad foot on the
inner part of the membrane, project obliquely forward and outward, and ex-
r
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panel in a dilated head; the cells of the outer croup rest on the mem-
brane in the same way hut project forward and inward and fit into a de-
pression in the head of the cells of the inner group. Each pair of
these colls forms, as it were, a pointed roof arching over a space and
by a succession of them a little tunnel is formed called the canal of
Corti. It ha3 been estimated that there are about 3000 pairs of these
rods of Oorti between the base of the cochlea and its apex. They are
found to increase progressively in length and become more oblique, in
other words the canal becomes wider but decreases in height as the apex
of the cochlea is approached. The basilar membrane consists of fibers
arranged in a transverse direction, so that each rod rests upon one or a
pair of these fibers. Internal and almost parallel to the inner group
of rods is a row of compressed conical cells with short and stiff hair-
like processes known as the inner hair cells. External and almost paral
lei to the outer group of rods are four or five rows of hair cells, which
are attached to the basilar membrane by one end while the other projects
as a brush of hairs thru the reticulate membrane, known as the membrane
of Ktflliker. This is a very thin delicate framework perforated by holes
thru which the hairs of the outer hair cells project and which extends
from the inner rods to the external row of hair cells, for it acts as a
support. Between the outer hair cell3 and the spiral ligament are
found the columnar cells known as the supporting cells of Hensen.
'
Chapt er IV
The Physiology of the Ear.
All the various parts of the ear are in reality acoustic;
contrivances for conducting sound* Inasmuch as all matter is capable
of transmitting soundwaves, the very simplest conditions would he
sufficient for mere hearing, because all substances surrounding the
auditory organ would stimulate it. The object of the complex develope-
ment of the human ear, however, is more than mere hearing since it pro-
vides a means of more effective prorogation of sound v/aves and of their
intensification by resonance. Towards the accomplishment of this ob-
ject each anatomical division of this auditory organ has a certain part
of the work to do.
I, Function of the External Ear.
It will be remembered that the pinna is thrown into a series of
depressions and folds which to some small extent at lea.st helps to inten-
sify the sound waves as they strike against it, and is further useful in
conducting them, by means of the concha into the external auditory meatus
thence against the tympanic membrane. The external ear is also of some
service in determining the direction of sound. It also is an effective
means of protection of the very sensitive ear drum. It is possible, toe,
that the meatus to some decree modifies certain tones, by its own resonant
action; that is, strengthens high tones and deadens low ones, somewhat.
II. F&nction of the Middle Ear or Tympanum.
The general function of the middle ear may be said to be that of
conducting the sound waves to the inner ear, at the same time modifying
their character. The sound vibrations of the molecules of air in the
meatus, have, as they reach the tympanic membrane, a large amplitude and
cr
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a small degree of intensity. Shis notion must bo changed to one of
smaller amplitude and greater intensity. And it must be transmitted
to the fluids of the labyrinth with as little loss as possible.
1. She tympanic membrane being funnel-shaped and unevenly
stretched, has no fundamental tone of its own, and therefore can take
up vibrations of a great variety of tones. Because of its special foira
and of the damping action of the ear bones, the membrane shows little or
no tendency to aft er-vibrations which renderes hearing mere distinct,
furthermore, because the apex of the funnel bulges inward, the force of
the vibrations from all sides is concentrated in vibrations of greater
intensity at the center, where it is spent in setting the chain of ear.
bones in motion.
2. "'he far 3©hes.
*
The acoustic vibrations of the ear bones thus set in motion
by the ear drum are not longitudinal but transverse. They vibrate, not
by reason of their elasticity, but like very light small levers, which
vibrate as a system, with a simultaneous motion around a common axis.
V.hen in motion, their sympathetic vibrations vary greatly for tones *of
different pitch, and similar intensity from a scarcely observable motion
to a surprisingly great elongation.
The accompanying diagram shows somewhat more clearly how these
bones vibrate and thus com-
municate to the membrano
closing the fenestra ovalis,
the vibrations of the tym-
panic membrane. The three
bones all vibrate as if they
were one, the movements be-
<f
<
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tween the individual hones being so slight as to he scarcely perceptible.
The advantage of there being several bones is seen when the vibrations are
excessive; as there is a small amount of "give" at the articulations
which tends to prevent fractures,
She handle of the malleus is inserted between the layers of the
tympanic membrane; the processes gracilus (p.g, ) is attached to the tym-
panic wall by its end A; the end B of the short process (s.p.) of the
incus is fastened to the opposite wall of the tympanic cavity by a liga-
ment; the end of the long process of the incus J) articulates with the
stirrup, the base of which is turned outwards. The handle vibrates with
the membrana tympani ; and the vibrations of the whole chain tahe place
round the axis of rotation represented in the diagram by the line AB,
Bach tine C comes forward, I) also comes forwards, but when perpendiculars
are drawn from G and J> to the axis of rotation, D is shown to the about
2/3 of the distance from the axis that C is, Thus in the transmission of
vibrations from membrane to membrane across the bony chain, the amplitude
of the vibration is decreased by l/i3, and the force is increased a corres-
ponding amount. This increase of power is augmented by the fact that
the tympanic membrane concentrates its power upon an area only one twentieth
of its size — this area being that of the membrane closing the fenestra
i
ovalis. The final movement of the stapes is always very small, varying
from l/l5 to less than l/l0,000 of a millimeter.
3. The Eustachian "’ube.
9
The Eustachian Tube is usually shut. Its function is to effect
a renewal of air in the tympanum and so maintain the equilibrium of atmos-
pheric pressure on both sides of the tympanic membrane; and to serve as
an outlet for the fluids which collect in the tympanic cavity. if the
ii
tube remained open and the sound waves from the air of the mouth
entered, our own voices would "be heard as a roaring sound, and the
passage of air inward and outward during respiration would alter the
position and tension of the tympanic membrane. However, the tube does
open during swallowing, for if the no3e and mouth he closed and the
cheeks blown out, there is a sense of pressure produced in both ears
the moment we swallow. This i3 doubtless due to the bulging out of
the membrane by the compressed air, which at that moment enters the
tube.
III. The function of the Internal Tar.
The general function of the internal ear, or labyrinth is
that of conveying the acoustic waves to the true end -apparatus of
hearing where they are changed from a physical molecular process to a
nerve excitation. The sound vibrations transmitted thru the ear bones
to the membrane of the fenestra ovalis are in turn transmitted to the
perilymph producing waves similar in form. The fact that the peri-
lymph can saving or vibrate under the influence of the movements of the
stapes is explained by the existancc of the second opening, the fenestra
rotunda, between the middle and internal ear. As the membrane of the
fenestra ovalis is rushed in
,
that of the fenestra rotunda is pushed out,
and yice versa, and so the wave-like motion is transmitted along the
perilymph of the cochlea. The changes of pressure of the moving fluid
affects the membranous cochlea, and, according to the resonance theory,
certain of its structures are thrown into sympathetic vibrations corres-
ponding to the simple waves of which the compound wave is made up. TTclm-
is ha w "wited out that the basilar membrane constitutes -the resonating
.pparatus. This membrane forms the floor of* the membranous cochlea and
rc
its middle layer consists of fibers, running radially which though
united with one another, are sufficiently independent to he regarded
^ -s sonar ite strings, These fibers in the portion covered by the
rods of Corti
,
are finer and more difficult . to separate than in the
portion esterior to the outer rods, The whole structure is estimated
to contain about 24,000 fibers or strings varying gradually in length
from the base to the apex and resembling in general appearance and ar-
rangement the strings of a piano. If each of these fibers has its own
period of vibration, the entire collection forms an apparatus for sym-
pathetic vibration which is capable of analyzing each compound wave
motion into it3 constituent simple waves, each string being set into
strongest vibration by the v/ave of the corresponding oeriod. Purther-
raore, it is assumed or implied in this theory, which is spoken of as
the piano theory, that the vibrations of each string are communicated to
a corresponding nerve fiber of the cochlear nerve, thru which it is con-
veyed to the brain as a nerve impulse, but how the communication thru
the hair cells is effected is a matter of pure speculation only. This
' theory of the analysis of sound waves by the cochlea was proposed by
Helrriholfe, and is* the theory which ’ ; ived the most experimental
proof. According to it, then, we should be capable of perceiving as
many distinct musical tones as there are fibers in the basilar membrane,
4 while a compound wave by setting a number of these mechanisms into action,
gives a series of sensations which are more or less fused in conscious-
ness, The peculiar quality or timbre of the tone of each instrument is
referable, therefore, immediately to the number and relative intensities
of the simple tone sensations which it arouses.
Bernstein says of this wonderful organ: "In the cochlea, we
have to do with a series of apparatus adapted for performing sympathetic
c
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vibrations with wonderful exactness, 7/e have here before ns a musical
instrument which is not designed to create musical sounds, but to render
them perceptible, and which is similar in construction to artificial
musical instruments but which far surpasses them in the delicacy, as well
as the simplicity of its execution. Her while in a piano every string
must have a separate hammer by means of which it is sounded, the ear
possessed a single hammer of an ingenious .form in its ear bones, which can
make every string of the organ of Corti sound separately."
This theory has received some support from experiments on dogs,
but the results obtained have not been convincing. It has also recently
received some clinical support, but such evidence is at present more a
matter cf conjecture and theory than conclusive proof. In 1886 Ruther-
ford suggested an alternative theory, "known as the "telephone theory"
because in it he compares the mechanism of the ear to that of a telephone.
Ho believe that every cell of Corti is affected by every audible vibration,
and that the sound wave communicated by the fluid of the stfala tyrapani
thru Reissrer’s membrane to the cochlear canal affects the nenbrawa tec-
toria and sets vibrating all the hairs of Corti’s cells. Thru the inter-
vention of these cells the vibrations are translated into nerve impulses,
*
which correspond with them in frequency, amplitude, and form, just as in
the telephone the sound vibrations are translated by the iron plate and
magnet into electrical movements which correspond to those of the sound
received. Rutherford objects to the Helmholtz piano theory on the ground
that a simple radial structure of the basilar membrane is by no means con-
stant in all animals, that its increasing breadth from base to apex has
been greatly overestimated, and that the probable consistence of the parts
is not such as to suggest the occurrence of sympathetic vibration. Ac-
cording to thi3 telephone theory of Rutherford’s, complex vibrations are
r#
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not analyzed at the cochlea, hut translated into corresponding com-
plex nerve impulses, and then sensations.
Bhe range of vibration frequency within which tones aro
audible as such i3, according to recent determination, from 1G to
48,000 per second. But this range of auditory sensibility varies
considerably for different individuals and diminishes from childhood
onwards
*Q
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Chapter V.
Psychology of the Par
As has been shown in the chapter devoted to the anatomy of
the ear, the auditory nerve t runic is made up of two groups of fibers —
the cochlear and vestibular. The former are thr true auditory fibers,
while the latter have to do with sensations of equilibrium. In the
organ of Corti, the mechanical stimulation of sound vibrations is changed
into a nerve-commotion. This excitation is borne along the fibers of
the cochlear branch to the medulla, thence to the cerebral cortex, where
in the superior temporal lobe is located the center 'or he- ri ig. Arriv-
ing there, these auditory nerve impulses become converted into subjective
changes in corscious"ess . How this takes place is generally conceded to
be beyond satisfactory scientific explanation, since scientific methods
can only be applied to the investigation of objective changes, such as
physical and chemical changes, within the nerve ins matter. Psychical
changes, however, cannot be approached by these means. So there is
probably a physiochemical mechanism in the brain matter which is capable
of giving these reactions in consciousness
,
and which is not understood
at all
.
However, the first and immediate result of the entrance of those
nerve impulses into the gray matter is a reaction in consciousness called
a sensation. A pure auditory sensation implies nothing hut the being
aware of a sound, and can only be realized in the earliest days of life.
A human infant for the first few weeks after birth is not disturbed by
sounds and takes no notice even of sounds made especially to attract its
attention. later, as the auditory nerves become modulated, the child
is perhaps aroused from sleep by sound. This first consciousness of
sound i3 a pure sensation. The next auditory impression, however, pro-
a
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duces a cerebral reaction in which there is the -lightest possible trace
of the first one. And so on, until as adults with each reaction, there
are traces of numerous past ones which simultaneously suggest something
about the sdund -- what it is, and whence it comes, etc. Tho reaction is
no longer a pure sensation, for suggestions and association of past ex-
periences are awakened, end with the sensation we form some idea about it,
which process is called a perception of sound.
"or each variation of intensity, rate, and form of periodic
sound waves
,
we have a different perception. According to the most
generally accepted physiological explanation (that advanced by gelmholta)
this is the result of analysis which t akes place in the organ of Oorti.
On the principle of sympathetic resonance, waves of vibration going do
the scala tynpani, say at a certain rate o'* frequency, set Vibrating cer-
tain particular fibers in the basilar ibrane nd le ve others unaffected#
hach vi* rating fiber stimulates the hair cell above it and no other, and
each hair cell sends an impulse to the auditory brain center, which then
reacts in a conscious sensation, this i turn is correlated with previous
pitch sensations, and a perception of pitch resxilts. Of a compound of
pitch occurs, say, a chord is struck, in which there are perhaps twenty
different physical rates of vibration, at least twenty different hair cells
would receive stimulation and if the power of mental discrimination bo at
its maximum, there would bo as many different pitch perceptions.
According to newer theories, the sound picture and telephone
theories, which have many strong supporters among leading physiologists,
the different perceptions arc the result of analysis which takes place in
the brain and not in the cochlea. The entire basilar membrane is supposed
to vibrate either as an elastic membrane or as telephone plate, different
tones and different combinations of tones giving rise to different patterns
of vibrations w- ich are communicated to the hair cells and thence carried
<Ti
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by the auditory nerve fibers to the brain where the analysis of those
patterns is supposed to take place, thus giving rise to different sound
perceptions
.
Some sound waves singly give no sensation of pitch, but when
recurrent a perception results, and it is commonly said that the several
sensations thus produced fuse into a compound sensation. But this
phenomenon may be differently explained. A sound vibration is carried
to the auditory brain center and affects it in such a way that a single
sound is heard. If another such vibration follows slowly the brain cen-
ter has time to recover its equilibrium before it is again unset by the
next impulse, and as a result from each nerve impulse a distinct sensation
of sound results. But if the vibrations occur too quickly in succession,
the impulses from the later ones reach the brain before the effects of the
earlier ones have died out. There is consequently an overlapping of
processes in the auditory center, vhich is analagous to the physiological
condition known as "tetanus”’
. From this condition, a new kind of sensa-
tion results. It is not that of a single stroke nor that of a compounding
cf such sensations into one. The sensations of a single stroke cannot
exist under these conditions for their physiological states have been re-
placed by others; if a compounding or fusion did take place, it occurred
below the threshold of consciousness. This effect may he compared with
that of red and green light beating on the retina in rapid enough alter-
nation; a central process is aroused to which the sensation of yellow
corresponds. There are no sensations of red or green for they get no
chance to exist under these conditions.
Harmony and Piscord. when several tones sound together we are
conscious of feelings of pleasure or displeasure usually designated as
=
-
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consonance or dissonance respectively. A note sounds most consonant
with, its octave. And when with the octave we get the ’third" and "fifth"
of the note* for instance G - E - G - G ' , we get the maximum of consonance
or the full chord. The ratios of vibration there are 4:5:6:S, so it
might seem that simple ratios were the ground of harmony. But this is
not so, since the interval C - P is discordant and the ratio there is com-
paratively simple 8:9. Various explanations of harmony and discord have
been advsnced
,
but none is quite satisfactory.
Projection of Auditory Sensations. Auditory Judgments.
Auditory sensations are projected to the exterior and usually to the sup-
posed origin of the sound. This projection, however, is nowhere nearly
so perfect as in the case of visual stimuli. Our auditory judgments
of distance and direction are based on this projection, and they are
much less exact than in the case of objects seen by the eye* For
example, one may consider the difficulty of locating with exactness the
note of the cricket. T^ia difficulty is due to the fact that the sen-
sitive elements in the cochlea are net arranged so that sounds coming
from different directions can effect different nerve fibers. All
sound stimuli come to the organ of Gorti by one and the same path, and
in judging the direction and distance of sounds, we must re^y upon the
relative distinctness in the two ears, the variations in distinctness
observed by varying the position of the head, accessory information from
vision, etc. When two ears are used, the localization is more exact
than when only one ear is open, since the two ears act somewhat like the
two eyes in giving a spatial or projective element to the projection.
.'
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Chapter VI
Review of the Principle Methods of Testing Hearing
I. The Range of Hearing. The nor ids 1 range of hearing from
16 to 48,000 vibrations per second, by a healthy individual with healthy
ears, varies with his age. In youth the upper limit is about 20,000 vi-
brations per second, in middle life about 37,000 vibrations per second,
while in old age it varies from 12,000 to 14,000 vibrations per second.
The acuity of hearing of simple tones possessed by an individual may be
estimated by the use of (1) Politzer’s Acoumeter (2) Whispered and spolcen
speech (3) the Watch and (4) the Audiometer.
II. Politzer's Acoumeter. This instrument consists of a vul-
canite pillar a little over an inch in length, to the ends of which are
fixed finger rests. At right angles
to the vulcanite pillar is attached a
fixed steel rod an inch in length and
also a movable arm l|- inches long, ter-
minating in a rounded end, which serves
as a percussion hammer, and a shorter
arm which, when pressed upon, raises
the hammer. When using the acoumeter,
I i t z, e. rS /\ coerceter
-the examiner holds it between the index
finger and thumb. The long arm is
raised to e given height by pressure of
the middle finger upon the short arm of the lever. By relaxing the pres-
sure, the long arm is allowed to fall and strike the steel cylinder, with
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the result that a uniform volume of sound or click is given off, which
the normal ear is capable of hearing at a distance of forty feet. The
acoumeter is especially of service when testing the hearing pov/er of per-
sons incapable of hearing the tick of a watch. Its greatest advantage is
that the click is a sound of uniform intensity.
Ill The Speech Test. The fact that the normal human ear possesses
a greater range of hearing power than is actually required for the purposes
of ordinary social intercourse is the reason why individuals suffering from
slight degrees of deafness still retain sufficient hearing power for general
purposes. Any deficiency is at once noticed, however, if the speaker be at
some distance, as in a church or lecture-room, etc. A very accurate and
fair test of a person's hearing capacity may be made by the use of
the ordinary speaking voice. This method is the one most commonly used in
f
testing the hearing of children in the elementary schools. The pupil may
sit or stand with the ear to be examined directed towards the speaker, the
opposite ear being closed by pressure upon the tragus, or by inserting the
finger, previously moistened, into the auditory meatus. The eyes should
be kept closed. If the examiner's ordinary voice be heard at a distance of
more than fifteen feet, the whispered voice should be employed. Whispered
speech should be heard at a distance of twenty feet. According to 3ezold
it is advisable to whisper with only the complemental air after expiration.
Words containing a number of vowels are more easily heard than words contain-
ing a number of consonants, therefore it is best to use Ytords containing a
number of consonants. If the pupil cannot hear at a distance of twenty feet,
the examiner approaches until it is clearly heard. If the hearing is normal,
the hearing power is recorded as 20/20; if the pupil can hear at nineteen or
eighteen only, the acuity of hearing is recorded as 19/20 and 18/20, respec-
c»
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tively. When testing both ears, different words or numbers should be
used, for the pupil is always anxious to hear, and once having heard the
word readily guesses it the second time he hears it.
IV The Watch Method. This method is most commonly used in
testing the hearing of high school pupils, and it is also employed by
many specialists. In the first place, the distance at which ihe watch
can be heard by a number of persons possessing normal hearing must be
known for each watch used. The tick of any watch is always louder Just
after having been wound up and fainter when it is nearly run down or has
been recently oiled. It is better, tho not necessary, to use a stop watch.
when testing (which must of course be done in a quiet room), the
pupil’s eyes should be kept closed and if the ears are being tested
separately the ear not being tested should be kept closed by inserting
the finger into the meatus. The examiner then approaches nearer and
nearer to the ear being tested until the tick is heard. The normal ear
can hear it at a distance of sixty inches, and the record is made 60/60.
If the sound can be heard only at a distance of twenty inches, the record
is 20/60. If the watch is heard only on contact with the external ear
the fraction is C/60, and if not at all, 0/60.
There are several objections to this method because every watch
varies in both pitch and volume, and the sound is affected by climatic
conditions, and by the interval which has elapsed since last wound up.
Moreover, the tick of a watch i3 a combination of sound and noise. Fur-
thermore, it reqiaires a great deal of time, since it must be repeated
several times in order to insure accuracy.
V These are the systems in general use in this country at the
present time. Lately, however, there has come on the market an instru-
ment called the ’’Pilling McGallie Audiometer”. Thi3 instrument was de-
signed by Professor Joseph McCallie of Trenton, New Jersey, manufactured
*'
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by the G. P. Pilling & Son Company of Philadelphia. Its construction
rests upon the fact that constant sounds of low intensity can he confined
in a box, and that when an opening is made in this box the loudness of
the sound passing thru this opening will increase and decrease as the size
of the opening increases and decreases.
In detail the instrument consists of a cast iron box about
4 inches x 4 inches x 4 inches, which is 'practically sound proof. Within
this box is an apparatus for making a constant sound, consisting' of a
metal hammer which is suspended on a pivot passing thru the handle. When
wheel I. is turned, it turns the "Hammer Wheel" which is a wheel inside the
box provided with six teeth. Bach one of these teeth engages the hammer
handle and always lifts it the same height. When the tooth disengages
the handle, it allows the hammer to drop by gravity upon a small bell; in
thi3 way the same sound is always produced. Just over wheel I. is a small
pointer; and on the inner rim of this wheel are six marks corresponding
to the six teeth on the wheel inside the box. When one of these marks
passes the pointer, the operator knows that the bell ha3 sounded.
The only rneene of exit for the constant sound thus produced is
thru a 7-shaped opening in the cover of the box beneath valve "F". The
size of this opening is increased and decreased hy a slide, which is moved
by turning wheel II. This wheel is graduated into 100 equal parts, so
that one may tell by simply reading the number opposite the pointer the
size of this opening, thru which the sound is passing. Since the size of
the opening determines the loudness of the sound passing thru the 7-shaped
opening, the numbers on the wheel also indicate the loudness of the sound.
Wheel II is graduated from 0 to IOC. When the index points to 0, the
7-shaped opening is entirely open, hence if a subject cannot hear at zero,
he is decf to the sound produced by the instrument. '.'.hen the pointer is
.o
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at 100, it is very nearly closed and if a person can hear then, his hearing
is acute.
The sound after passing thru the 7-shaped opening, must pass thru
the three-way valve "F", and then thru the brass tubes ,rE" and "El" which
are connected by means of rubber tubes with the stethoscope tubes "H” and
"HI". These tubes with the curves up are placed in the ears of the sub-
ject to be tested. There are four letters "B", "B", "L" and "C" on the
face of valve "F". W^en "B" is straight up, the sound is turned into
both ears; when "R" is up the sound is turned into the r ight ear and off
of the left ear; when "L" is up the sound is turned into the left ear and
off in the right ear. When "0" is up the opening is closed and no sound
enters either ear. Wheel III regulates the distance the hammer falls on
the bell. This distance is increased as the wheel is turned from 0 .to 10
0
and consequently the loudness of the sound of the bell increases.
Xr. I.lcGallie considers (from his own examinations presumably)
that the average hearing of children is about 93 (in the wheel III at point
three); and that a young person of school or college age net hearing tie
bell at 85, should consult a specialist, or in other words to be considered
pathological.
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Chapter VII
Results Obtained With the Pilling LlcCallie Audiometer With
Kinety-two College Students.
These ninety-two tests were made with the women students of
Boston University, C0llege of Liberal Arts, who were willing and kind
enough to spare the time to have their hearing tested. The tests were
made in a small room on the second floor at the rear of the building.
With the kind permission of Hiss 31ackwell, this room was chosen because
it seemed to be the most quiet one available. Altho it was remote from
noise of the cars, it was ’located just over an alley way, v/here teams were
constantly passing. This was often very disturbing and frequently made
it quite difficult to get an accurate result.
When making a test, the student seated herself at a small table
and placed the stethoscope tubes in her ears. The wheel II was then
regulated at 0 which opened wide the V-shaped valve and allowed the sound
of the greatest degree of loudness to pass thru the tubes to the ears.
The wheel was then moved ten or fifteen degrees and wheel I, again turned
very slowly, thus allowing the subject to get the full intensity of the
tone each time the hammer struck the bell. Again wheel II was turned, say
ten degrees, and wheel I again turned slowly. As wheel II approached the
graduations 80 or 85, it was turned perhaps only five or three degrees be-
tween the different soundings of the bell. As it approached 90 or higher
it was moved only one degree between sounding. When the subject could no
longer hear the bell, the last figure at which it was heard was taken as
the index of the acuity of hearing, and recorded. This procedure was re-
peated, then, with the sound turned into the left ear, and again v;ith the
r.
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sound going to both ears. This vss done by turning valve "T” so that the
first test was made with ”3" up, the second with "L" up end the third with
"B" up. Occasionally "0" was turned up to find out whether the subject
by any chance deceivedherself by thinking she heard the sound when she did
not; the results, however, showed that there was not one single case of
self-deception.
Before the tubes wer9 put into the ears, I usually told them
something about the instrument and that they might expect to hear a bell
sound. Of the ninety- two women whose hearing was tested, eighteen in-
sisted that they could not hear any bell sound, but that they could very
clearly hear a sound similar to that of a loud clock tick. It wa3 at
first thought that this might be explained by the assumption that this
18^o or 19.556 of the total number were lacking’ in a musical ear, or keen-
ness of appreciation of musical sounds. The tests made with members of
the college choir (and thus decidedly musical) seemed to beer out this con-
clusion, in that all readily heard the bell sound and thought it charming.
However, one test has since been made with a person well known to have a
musioal ear, who could not hear a bell sound at all, but like the others
called it a clock tick. So it seems that explanation must be sought for
along some other line.
It v/as interesting to note the effect of colds and catarrhal
attacks on the hearing. Many of the students the first time they came
showed evidence of a cold or a catarrhal attack, and the results were
very low. ’I asked each one to come again when the cold was better. The
second test showed improvements of from three to fifteen degrees,- the
extent of improvement varying with the severity of the cold. With those
suffering from catarrh, often the second and even the third test showed no
..
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improvement; evidently in these cases the disease was chronic and the
effect more or less permanent. Usually it was the left ear that suf-
fered the most, in some cases that ear fell twenty degrees "below the
right or "both ears together.
One student, a very bright girl, was totally deaf in the left
ear, eight degrees "below average, or 95, in the right, "but only six de-
grees "below when both ears were tested together; evidently the left ear
augments the hearing in the right ear, altho no sound was perceived when
it was tested alone. In this case, the deafness was caused by scarlet
fever. One other case showed a serious defect due to a disease of
childhood. In the right ear she was two degrees above normal and in
both ears three degrees above ninety-five; the left ear, however, was
forty-three degrees below this mark. When questioned about it, she
said that she was quite aware of the defect, and supposed it due to the
fact that as a child she had suffered severely from earache, and on one
such occasion extremely hot oil had been poured in the ear to ease the
pain. Since then, she had been able to hear scarcely at all with the
left ear.
The results obtained from testing the auditory organs of nine-
two students in the College of Liberal Arts are recorded in table I. They
are moreover represented graphically in plate I. The abscissas of this
figure represent the acuity or limit of hearing expressed in degrees, as
recorded on the graduated wheel (wheel II) of the audiometer; and the
height of the ordinates indicates the number of those hearing at the num-
ber of degrees recorded below. The red ink line is the curve for the
right ear, the bluish ink line is the curve for the left ear, and the
dotted line in indelible ink is the curve for the hearing in both ears.
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The results may he considered under the following subdivisions:
1. If we consider first these curves, it appears by comparing them
that there are two maxima for each curve and that In form they follow each
other more or less closely. The curve for binaural hearing shows a much
more definite form thruout, than do either of the others. Careful exami-
nation also shows that the maximum for the acuity of normal hearing is
much greater with both ears, than with either one separately. The elevation
of those having- the best hearing rises to an ordinate of sixteen and shows
a more pointed form than that for the two ears separately.
2. The curve for the right ear shows in general two maxima, and in
both of these maximal elevations are two smaller elevations which make the
form of the entire curve much less definite than that of binaural hearing.
The curve follows the zero line for some distance, rising to 1 on the 87-
line; to 2 on the 88; tc 3 on the 89; whence it rises abruptly to 11 on the
90-line, falling to 9 on 91, and then rising tc 12, the first maximum.
Prom this point it falls to the 8-line on 93; and again fall3 to the 5 on
94; but again abruptly rises to the 13- line on 95, forming one of the
summits of the second maximum — falling again to 12 on 96, it again rises
to 13 on the 97, and then abruptly falls, ending at 2 on the 98-line.
Comparing this curve with the former shows that the maximum for
the acuity of hearing in the right ear is one degree higher than that of
the binaural hearing. The ordinate, to be sure, dees not rise so high,
but this is offset by the fact that there are two 3uch elevations or summits.
3. The curve for the left ear shows likewise two maxima. It begins
at 1 on the O-line and continues there until reaching the 86-line, when it
rises to 2. After falling to 1 again on the 87-line, it from there rises
gradually to 13 on 91, the first maximal point. It then falls to 8 on
..•
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the 92-line and again to 5 on the 91, rising to 9 on 94 and to 14 on 95,
reaching the second maximal point- From there it falls to 12 on the
97-line and abruptly to 1 at 98, v/here it ends.
J. comparison of these three curves shows that the curve of the
left ear is smoother and more uniform than either that of the right ear
alone or binaural hearing- This may be interpreted to mean that altho
acuity of hearing is less in the left ear, there is, however, less varia-
tion of the location of the maximal points than was shown in the results
of the examination of the right ear, or of both ears together.
ft
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Chapter VIII
Results Obtained V.'ith the Audiometer ith One Hundred Eight
High School Pupils
.
These tests were made with pupils of the ’’Girls’ High School"
of Boston, Mr. Richardson having kindly given permission to make the
tests. I am also much indebted to Hiss fawson for her kind assistance
and also to Miss Sears who very kindly gave the use of her room, a small
one off the gymnasium. The girls were pupils who were excused from
gymnasium, and many were suffering from "bad colds, which undoubtedly makes
the records rather lov/er than thoy otherwise would have been. As a
rule there was little self-deception on the part of the girl3. Some,
however, at first thought they heard the bell when it did not ring, but
subsequent tests showed that they had done it unconsciously, and when they
became used to the sound this error was eliminated.
The tests were made in the same way as were those with college
students; the pupil sitting at the opposite side of the desk and the
loudness of the sound of the bell reaching the ears being gradually decreased
also care was taken to disinfect the tubes after each test,- this was done
by wiping them with alcohol. The lowest record was that of a little first
year girl, who was deaf in the right and only 87 degrees in the left ear,
and the same when both ear3 were tested together. Y/hen questioned about
her hearing she said that about six weeks ago she had had a troublesome
rash on the right side of her face which she thought must have affected her
hearing because she could not hear very well when people spoke to her who
were on that side of her. She did not dream of the fact that she was deaf
in that ear, and I did not tell her because it is possible that it was only
temporary. Of the other seven under 85, none seemed to be aware of any
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deficiency in hearing and knew of no reason why their hearing should
he poor.
The results of the examination of the auditory organs of these
one hundred eight high school pupils are recorded in table II and are
represented graphically on plate II. As in Plate I, the abscissas of
this figure represent the limits of hearing expressed in degrees, and
the height of the ordinates shows the numbers of those whose limit of
hearing falls at the degrees recorded below. As in the other plate,
so in this one the red ink line is the curve for the right ear; the
bluish ink line that for the left, and the dotted indelible ink line,
the curve for both ears or binaural hearing.
These curves show in general one maximum of hearing, each
curve, however, showing a secondary elevation. The curve for both ears
together or binaural hearing, starts at 65 and after slight irregularity
rises to 17 on the 87-line, and after falling one point on the 88-line,
rises to 20 on the 89-line, reaching the maximum there. Prom there it
falls gradually to 5 on the 92-line, remaining there on the 95-line,
and from there falling again gradually to 1 on 95 and 96, reaching 0 at
97 and rising again to 1 on 98.
The curve for the right ear showing great irregularity reaches
20, the highest maximum, on the 67- line, after which it falls to 12 on
the 86-line. On the 69-line it again rises, reaching 19. From here it
falls gradually, reaching 1 on the 94-line and ends at 1 on the 97-line.
Thus this curve really shows two maxima, the first and greatest, however,
being two degrees below the maximum for the binaural and left ear curves.

The curve for the left ear has a more irregular ascent than
either of the other two curves. Its greatest maximum is reached on
the 89-line. From there it descends almost abruptly to 3 on the 92-line.
It rises again to 5 on the 93-line, and after slight irregularity ends
at 1 on 98.
Comparison of these curves shows a closer correspondence to each
other than was seen in the curves representing the results obtained from
the college students. The individual form of the three shows that the
curve for both ears is strikingly more uniform, the rise and decline being
very similar, which may be interpreted to mean that conditions of hearing
*
with both ears are the most uniform. Since the ordinate of this curve
is the highest, showing that the greatest number hear the maximum with
both ears, it is evident that hearing is mobt acute with both ears, which
of course was to be espected.
The right ear curve shov:s two maxima, the first on the same line
as that of the other two curves, the second one 2 degrees lower, which is
the greater. The results may be interpreted as indicative of the fact
that the maximum of acuteness of normal hearing of the high school pupils
is below that of both ears together. Comparing this curve with that of
the left ear, we find thruout its course that it is greater (falling at a
higher degree) and therefore the results of the examinations show that
hearing in the right ear is very much more acute than in the left. The
latter curve also shows a great irregularity in form, which makes it evi-
dent that in the res;ilts of the examinations of the left ear there was
greater variation
'•
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Chapter IX
Deductions Prom the Results of the Zxperiments.
)
Prom the two preceding sections, it will he remembered that
the curves representing the results obtained with the college students
showed two maxima — one in the neighborhood of 96, the other in the
neighborhood of 92. The curves representing the results obtained with
i
.
high school pupils showed only one maximum and that on the 89-line. The
two maxima of plate I are very much higher than that of the one on plate
II, showing a difference of seven degrees and three degrees respectively.
Why there should be this difference may possibly be somewhat explained
by the difference in grade — the college students having had more tra in-
ing in concentrating their faculties, resulting in more acute hearing.
Dr. McCallie considers the normal hearing of school children
should be at least 93. Since the hearing faculty does not begin to de-
cline before the age of 25, in the case of normal hearing, it should not
be expecting too much to find these high school pupils with normal hearing
up to 93. The results of these examinations, however, show 89 to be the
average maximum, and hence the standard of normal hearing distance for
these pupils. This standard is four points below what Dr. licGallie con-
siders the normal. Several hundred more examinations of high school
students must be made and compared with these, and found to agree before
it could be said that 93 was too high a standard, or that these girl3
were below the standard.
Considering the total number of auditory organs examined, the
following table shows some comparisons between the three 3ets of testings
made in each school* The first column includes the total number of test-
ings in which the acuity of hearing for both ears' was equal to that of the
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right ear; the second column includes the number of examinations in which
the acuity of hearing for both ears was equal to that of the left ear; and
the third column, the number of those in which the record for both ears
was greater than either the right or the left. Hie fourth column con-
tains the number of tests in which the acuity of hearing was the same in
both ears separately and both together. Column five shows the number of
individuals who hear less with both ears than they do with the right clone
and column six those hearing less with both ears than with the left alone;
column seven those hearing less with both ears together than with either
right or left separately.
[Cable III
Relations of the results obtained by testing both ears together
compared with those of testing both ears separately.
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This table shows in the first column that the hearing with both
ears together is equal to that of the right in 24$ of the tests; from the
second column the hearing with both ears equals that of the left in 14.5$
of the tests; from the third column the hearing is greater than that of
the right or the left in 22.5$ of the total number. Prom this evidence
it may be concluded that the normal hearing is greater than, or equal to
that of the right ear in the majority of individuals, and that the left ear
not only exhibits greater variation but a marked inferiority to the right
ear and to both together. Before stating such results as a general rule,
more data is necessary. Column four shows that the hearing ability is
the same in both ears separately end together in 16.5$ of the total number
of students examined. This fact shows that in 83.5$ there is more or
less variation or differences between the hearing ability of the two ears.
Columns five and six show that the record for both ears is less than the
maximum of hearing in 11.5$ of the students; and column six show’s that this
record is less than that of either ear separately in 1$. These individuals
therefore, are chiefly dependent upon one ear or the other for their acuteness
of hearing.
The next table shows some points regarding the maximal hearing in
the different ears.
Table I V
Relation of the maximal and comparative results.
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Some of the results recorded in this tr.ble are also in-
cluded in the other one (Table III) so these need not be considered
here. The first three columns show the total numbers of cases in which
the hearing in one ear or in both is the maximum of the acuity of hear-
ing of the individual. Column one shows 55, or 27.5$ are more acute
in both ears together than in either ear separately. (A condition
which one might expect to find in every case of normal hearing. ) That
the maximum should be either the right (as in 8%) or the left (as in
3.5$), as compared with the hearing power in both ears together, has
not yet found a satisfactory explanation. Prom the graphical results
of the examinations of the ninety- two college students, the first
maximum was observed to be 96, showing that the average standard for
normal hearing for these students is 96; however, remembering that
the maximum fell a trifle to the right of this point, it is probably
fair to take as the normal, 95. In the case of high school students,
as was said in the previous section, the normal should be 93 according
to Xr. McCallie. He further states that below 85 one cannot get along
in ordinary conversation, and so it seems that these cases may be con-
sidered pathological. Tables V and VI show the numbers falling below
these limits in one ear or both.
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These tables show that of the college students 83, or 3C%
have hearing above the normal; that 12.8$ are just normal, while over
half the number fall between 95 and 85,— or 54.3%, and 2.6% are
pathological, but only in one ear. Prom these results, it is evi-
dent that practically . half (42.8%) the number of students are normal
or above, and the other half between this point and 85, the conven-
tional limit. Pone are really pathological. Of the high school
students, assuming 93 to be the normal limit, 4% are above it; 3.7
%
just normal; 12.2% are between this and the conventional limit; 13.3%
are below it and may be considered pathological.
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Careful cons idera tion of the subject as a whole shows that
this is merely a preliminary report. In it I have mentioned only a
few of the many interesting phases of the problem. For instance, one
of the most interesting points not mentioned has beeii the influence of
memory, auditive accommodation, and other related faculties to the
faculty of hearing,— a question which came up when considering the fact
that if the wheel II is turned rapidly the sound is lost sooner than
when that wheel is turned slowly; and again if one skip 1C or 15 points
after the 7C mark is reached, the sound is lost sooner than when the
wheel is turned gradually and slowly.
For all of the problems arising much more extensive data is
necessary before one may make definite statements as conclusions. Tr.
3ezold of Munich says that the collection of such data can he the work
of no person, because of the infinite amount of time required. However,
a few points may be noted.
1. Regarding the audiometer. It will test the hearing of the
most acute, as well as the dull of hearing; it is simple, durable, and
easy of operation; there are no batteries or delicate parts to get out
of order; it may be used in testing where other devices such as the
watch or whisper test could not be used; and is more scientific and ac-
curate and uniform than these other acoumeters.
2. Regarding the tests made. The college students show a much -
greater acuity of hearing than the high school pupils, and also a greater
variation between the tests of the two ears separately,— that is, a
greater difference between the acuity of the left and of the right. The
6
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high school students show greater variation in range cf hearing — many
more having poor hearing in both ears.
3. 11. Eaillard in his work quoted Er. v/ard Richardson as having
found as a result of his examinations that musicians had more acute hear-
ing than other people. lie illarc found that his results did not hear out
this conclusion, and I also find that my results do not support such a
statement
.
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4. -eremevrio prousnre affect* the acuity of hearing, inasmuch as
testings made in a very warm room or on a very warm day, were invariably
lower than those made in cooler rooms, or on cooler days. Maillard
also mentions this fact.
5. The acuity of hearing seems to vary at different times of day.
In the case of high school pupils the highest tests were obtained just
after the twenty-five minute recess — after a period of relaxation. In
the case of the college students, the best results were obtained in the
earlier part of the day — the lowest tests were those made in the late
afternoon.
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